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Alkira Secondary College has a trans-seasonal school uniform which means a student can elect to wear 
any part of the uniform all year round. For example: a female student may elect to wear the dress all 
year, whereas a Yr 10 girl may elect to wear the skirt with a white shirt for the colder months (but must 
have a tie – see further below). A male student can wear the College polo with the Khaki (old style) or 
blue pants. With each example the key is the student is in full school uniform. 
 
The College has changed to an approved navy shorts and pants with logo, but have a two-year phasing in 
period – meaning our Khaki pants, shorts can still be worn. 
 
There is a specific PE uniform which can only be worn on a day that students have PE class, this also 
includes students in sports academy students. Students in Yrs 10-12 fall under the same expectations. 
 
Other guidelines/reminders in relation to our uniform are: 
 

 The College school tie must be worn with any long sleeve white shirt 

 There is a College approved beanie and scarf 

 A student may elect to wear the new College rugby top or the blue knitted jumper.                                                       

These can be worn at any time and with any other uniform item. 

 College polo can be worn with the winter skirt if the student chooses this combination 

 Stud earrings and sleepers can be worn – but one in each ear lobe – no spacers, ear bars or dangling 

earrings are allowed due to OH&S 

 One discrete nose stud is allowed 

 Extreme hair colours / highlights are not permitted along extreme length nails 

 
The College recognizes that from time to time a student might be out of uniform for any item. It is the 
College expectation that student arrive at school and goes to the PCL office to borrow a loan uniform item 
prior to the beginning of the day. Students who do not have school shoes on must have a note from home. 

 
 

PSW are the College certified uniform supplier https://www.psw.com.au/schools/alkira-secondary-
college.html 
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